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Figure 1. Designers create spatial user interfaces and design variations for each purpose of the same physical space. SpaceState automatically switches
to the intended content based on the physical layout of the room. Example application: an adaptive room-scale video conferencing system. (1) Work
state. If the local participant is working at the whiteboard, then the whole body of the remote participant is displayed on the whiteboard. Depending on
whether the local participant is standing left or right, the remote participant is displayed right or left. (2) Meeting state. If a large table is in the room,
but no whiteboard, then the caller’s face is displayed on the table. (3) Coffee break state. The remote participant cannot call in during this state.

Abstract
We present SpaceState, a system for designing spatial user
interfaces that react to changes of the physical layout of a
room. SpaceState uses depth cameras to measure the physi-
cal environment and allows designers to interactively define
global and local states of the room. After designers defined
states, SpaceState can identify the current state of the physical
environment in real-time. This allows applications to adapt the
content to room states and to react to transitions between states.
Other scenarios include analysis and optimizations of work
flows in physical environments. We demonstrate SpaceState
by showcasing various example states and interactions. Lastly,
we implemented an example application: A projection map-
ping based tele-presence application, which projects a remote
user in the local physical space according to the current layout
of the space.
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INTRODUCTION
Digital augmentation of physical spaces is one of the longest
standing visions in Human-Computer Interaction. The Office
of the Future [29] proposed to turn the majority of surfaces in
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offices into displays resulting in a spatial user interface. Since
then, this vision has been realized in several implementations.
A wealth of research has built on this concept to explore pos-
sible applications and solve specific problems. For instance,
LightSpace [38] is an implementation using off-the-shelf hard-
ware. The goal of this research area is to seamlessly merge
physical and virtual worlds. However, almost all such systems
require careful design and calibration of the physical environ-
ment, in order to enable augmentation with virtual content.
This is in contrast to realistic usage of physical spaces, which
are frequently rearranged and modified to different degrees.
For most of above examples, such rearrangements break the
virtual augmentation. This prevents users from rearranging
space ad-hoc, like they normally would.

In order to achieve a deeper merging of physical and virtual
worlds, the virtual world needs to adapt to the physical. This
problem was addressed in OptiSpace [8], which automatically
adapts the position of virtual content depending on the avail-
ability of projection surfaces, occlusions etc. This approach
solves the problem on a syntactic level using visibility mea-
surements and automatic calibration in order to enable the
output of virtual content in different physical environments.
However, we argue that the problem is deeper. Physical envi-
ronments are rarely changed randomly, but the change usually
carries meaning. For instance, in an office, meeting room or
seminar room, tables and chairs are regularly rearranged to re-
flect changes of usage of the room. Therefore, a current trend
is to make spaces more and more flexible in regards to their
physical arrangement. Modern furniture and interior design
companies offer solutions for easy physical reconfiguration
depending on the situation, e.g., by attaching wheels to furni-
ture or by designing modular furniture pieces [16]. With this,
offices can be arranged easily, which is especially relevant,



e.g., for workshops, where rearrangements happen frequently
[13]. Digital content should then not only syntactically adapt
to these changes. Ideally, the room layout should change the
semantics of the digital content. The physical and virtual
world should share a common state, with a meaning that has
been carefully chosen by the designer of the virtual content.

We present SpaceState, a system that identifies such states of
a physical space from real-time point clouds. With SpaceState,
designers of spatial user interfaces can easily define physical
states to adapt virtual content accordingly in order to create
systems, which are aware of the current state(s) of the room.
With our approach, states can be defined on the fly without
the need of predefined 3D models. We capture point clouds,
so that states can be defined in 3D space. Furthermore, our
technique divides the space into volumes, which are strictly
either non-overlapping or hierarchical. This allows for defin-
ing independent and hierarchical states. To our knowledge,
SpaceState is the first system, which:

• Allows designers of spatial user interfaces to create content,
which is mapped to the state and sub states of the physical
room.

• Identifies the current state of a room and its sub states in
real-time using a fast voxel-based algorithm.

• Organizes states hierarchically and allows for defining mu-
tually independent states.

In this paper, we describe our voxel grid based approach and
the involved algorithms for defining and identifying hierarchi-
cal states.

EXAMPLE APPLICATION
As a proof-of-concept, we implemented an application proto-
type based on SpaceState. The application draws inspiration
from Room2Room by Pejsa et al. [27]. Using projectors and
multiple Kinect cameras, we illuminate the environment to
project a remote participant onto the surfaces of the local phys-
ical space. The aforementioned Room2Room system assumes
a static environment and only adapts to the location of the local
participant. In SpaceState, we allow for multiple combinations
of furniture arrangement and participant locations to adapt the
projection accordingly. Figure 1 shows how the application
adapts to different states and situations of the room.

Furthermore, the identified states are utilized on the other
end, i.e., at the remote participant. The remote participant is
automatically informed about the current state of the room
before picking up or making the call. That is, the participant
knows beforehand, whether the whole body, only the face or
no video at all will be transmitted. Furthermore, during the
Coffee break state, calling in is automatically disabled.

Walkthrough
In this sub section, we illustrate how the example application
was built in SpaceState. Before starting to generate states and
projecting content, the designer calibrates the system, i.e., the
projectors and Kinect devices (e.g., by using the RoomAlive
Toolkit [39]). Next, the designer initializes the built-in func-
tionality for streaming video from the remote participant. The

goal is to adapt the output of the video stream to the current
room state.

First, the designer arranges the movable furniture in the room
to allow for working on a whiteboard. The designer then
presses a button to capture the room and to create the first
state, which he or she calls Work. He or she then places
the projection of the remote participant on the whiteboard
using the default user interface provided by the Unity3D game
engine. Next, during a meeting, the designer creates a second
room state called Meeting, by pressing the capture button again.
Now he or she places the rendering of the remote participant
on the meeting table as a small window. Lastly, during a coffee
break, the designer creates the third room state called Coffee
break. Except for a small spotlight on the coffee table, nothing
is projected during this state.

The system now automatically distinguishes between the three
states of the room and displays the remote video stream as
defined for each state. However, the defined projections might
not be the most appropriate ones for the variants within a room
state. For instance, if the room is in a meeting state, then
there might still be different chair arrangements. Therefore,
designers can define sub states. Within the Work state, the
designer captures the position of a person in front of a white-
board. The position of the projection can then be defined for
key positions of the person within this room state. For the
Meeting state, the designer defined two sub states: If there is
only a table available, then the projection is displayed as a
small patch (see Figure 1.2). If a whiteboard is present, then
the projection shows the remote participant in full body size
on the whiteboard.

RELATED WORK
Several systems have been developed to make physical spaces
interactive. For instance, RoomAlive by Jones et al. [18]
turns living rooms into immersive displays using projection
mapping. UbiDisplays by Hardy et al. [15] enables ad-hoc
creation of projected displays in physical space. Xiao et al.
present WorldKit [40], which is a tool to create interactive
widgets ad-hoc in physical space.

None of these systems cope with changes of the physical envi-
ronment and they are not aware of its state. In the examples,
projections are calibrated for static environments. We extend
these ideas by not only letting designers create content in phys-
ical space ad-hoc, but also let them define for which state the
content is active. In the remainder of this section, we review
previous approaches in related areas.

State identification
Several approaches for identifying states of spatial data can be
found in medicine. The use of voxel grids have been proven
useful in this area. For instance, with multi-voxel pattern
analysis [2], voxelized patterns of active regions in a brain are
classified to identify stimuli. We base our state identification
on voxel grids as well, but applied to physical space. Related
previous work based on physical surfaces utilized voxel grids
for arranging content in physical space [9, 8] or for visually
manipulating it [21]. However, this paper deals with inferring
the state of the room, whereas adjusting the arrangement of



content is one of the possible use cases. Another approach is
the use of machine learning to identify the current state directly
from video feeds. For instance, Bhatia et al. [4] identify the
progression of a surgery based on predefined states. Danninger
et al. [6] use video streams to identify the activity within an
office and to mitigate interruption by displaying contextual
information, e.g., to visitors at the office entrance. However,
such approaches do not allow for organizing the states in 3D
volumes. Instead of one or multiple video streams, we operate
on one voxel grid, which inherently resolves redundancies
from multiple depth camera viewpoints. This makes defining
spatially independent or hierarchical states easier than with
purely video based approaches.

Adaptive context-aware systems
The context awareness research area has accelerated when
computing moved away from the desktop, and was used in
various different situations. Context has been defined as "any
information that can be used to characterize the situation of
entities (i.e., whether a person, place, or object) that are con-
sidered relevant to the interaction between a user and an ap-
plication, including the user and the application themselves.
Context is typically the location, identity, and state of people,
groups, and computational and physical objects" [7]. Numer-
ous systems that adapted to their contexts have been developed
[30, 1]. The Proximity Toolkit [22] tracks users including their
pose relative to each other and to devices. Similarly, activity
recognition identifies actions and intentions of humans [34,
33, 35]. For instance, Mori et al. [24] built a sensing system to
accumulate and summarize daily activity data. Activity recog-
nition enables a broad range of applications, e.g., in assistive
technology [5], since it allows systems to react to situations
and users’ intentions.

While our work is related to context-aware systems and activity
recognition, we are pursuing a more general approach, which
infers the context from physical surfaces and the physical
layout of the space.

Spatio-temporal grouping
Spatio-temporal grouping techniques generate a structured
representation of independent moving objects and background
[23]. With motion segmentation, moving objects are identified
in dynamic scenes [36, 12]. These segmentation algorithms
are often restricted to objects that meet certain criteria, like
being rigid [31, 37, 28]. Yan et al. [41] propose a general
approach, which is not restricted to rigid bodies. Goh et al.
[14] and Fradet et al. [11] cluster motions of objects. Motion
segmentation is generally object-centric, whereas we do not
focus on separating objects and identifying motions.

3D and 4D reconstruction
Advances in surface reconstruction techniques allow for creat-
ing high accuracy virtual representations of physical surfaces
[19, 42]. The physical space is scanned using RGB or RGB-D
cameras to create an accurate virtual representation, typically
as a 3D mesh. A lot of research has been done in the area
of static and dynamic surface reconstruction, which we refer
to as 3D and 4D reconstruction, respectively. KinectFusion
by Newcombe et al. [26] creates a detailed SLAM based 3D

reconstruction, using a commodity depth camera. A more re-
cent version called DynamicFusion [25] uses voxelized warp
fields to generate 4D reconstructions. Keller et al. [20] and
Süßmuth et al. [32] present 4D reconstruction approaches that
do not rely on voxel grids. Herbst et al. [17] propose a SLAM
approach that copes with changing object locations.

All of these systems focus on creating very detailed meshes to
reconstruct static and dynamic surfaces as accurately as possi-
ble. They typically update the background surface whenever it
changes and overwrite the previous one without representing
the changes [26]. Furthermore, these approaches are often
limited to objects that fit certain criteria like not changing
their topology [25] or being rigid [31]. We are not focusing
on high-precision reconstruction, but instead on representing
different states. Geometric reconstruction of each of these
states can be seen as complementary to our work.

SYSTEM
SpaceState is tracking the physical environment at all times
to define and identify states. During the state creation step,
designers can declare the current room layout as a new state
and position virtual content accordingly. New states can also
be defined as sub states of other states. After a state system
has been generated, SpaceState can identify the current state
of a physical environment in real-time.

All parts are interleaved, while the application is running. That
is, we follow a designer-in-the-loop approach, with which new
states are defined on the fly depending on the current physical
layout. Once a state is defined, it can immediately be identified
and distinguished from pre-existing states and virtual content
can be bound to it. Contents can be images, text, browser
windows, interactive widgets etc.

User interface and workflow
SpaceState features a unified graphical user interface for defin-
ing states as well as for associating content. Figure 2 shows the
user interface of SpaceState. The user interface is integrated
as a Unity3D plugin. Overall, the system is split into two

Figure 2. The user interface of SpaceState is integrated into the Unity
interface. Designers can navigate over a 2D canvas to create and orga-
nize states and content (left). The current point cloud is displayed and
content can be manipulated using Unity’s widgets (right). Based on the
real-time point cloud, designers can create new states at any time by
pressing the "+" buttons of the identifiers in the canvas. Virtual content
can be created and bound to states using drag-and-drop.



connected parts for positioning 3D content and for defining
states. The first part is the Unity scene view, which shows
the real-time point cloud of the physical environment. It is
used for placing virtual content in 3D (see Figure 2 right). The
second part is a 2D canvas, which we call state canvas. The
state system, its hierarchy and the contents are organized on
that canvas (see Figure 2 left). Virtual content is managed in
both parts. The state canvas allows for creating content and
setting properties, whereas the Unity scene view is used for
setting its transformation. The state system is only managed
in the state canvas. Designers can navigate on the canvas and
insert state identifiers at any time. A state identifier contains
any number of states, and it controls, which of its states are
active. State identifiers are represented as boxes with blue title
bars. A button on that title bar triggers the creation of a new
state based on the current physical layout. The new state gets
integrated into the state identifier after a short processing time
while the application keeps running. States are represented as
boxes within their identifiers. Content like images or browser
windows can then be put into the created states to make that
content appear whenever the respective state is active. During
runtime, each state identifier calculates, which of its states is
active. Inactive states are grayed out in the state canvas. Each
state identifier has a second button to configure and investigate
the identifier. Within that menu, designers can see, which state
was active for which amount of time, e.g., to see in which
state the room was mostly in. State identifiers and states can
be dragged out of and into other states and identifiers to ma-
nipulate the hierarchy at any time. If separate state identifiers
are created on the same hierarchical level, then they do not
influence each other when identifying their states. That is, the
states are independent across identifiers.

Besides this default mode, where content is created live and
ad-hoc depending on the current physical layout, there are
other ways to create and manipulate content. After creation,
states can be activated and deactivated manually to create
content for them. The UI then shows the captured point cloud
of the state, instead of the current physical point cloud, to base
the 3D content on. Furthermore, a real-time point cloud can
be recorded and played back, so that designers can navigate
through the 3D video and generate states based on certain
frames.

State system structure
Figure 3 shows the hierarchical structure of SpaceState. Ap-
plications are organized in states and sub states. States can be
active and inactive depending on whether the current physical
state matches the state that the state represents. Furthermore,
states contain content, which is active, if and only if, the
associated state is active. Consequently, the content of the
application is closely connected to the states and can be orga-
nized hierarchically as well. Multiple state identifiers in the
same states work independently (see for instance identifiers
A and B in Figure 3). For instance, a state identification of a
drawer in one part of the room should not influence the state
identification of a whiteboard position. These different modes
can be mixed arbitrarily and individually for each state when
setting up the hierarchical state system.

Root group

State group B.1 State group B.M

State contentState content

State identi�er B of root with M states

State group A.1 State group A.2

State content State content

State group A.N

State content

State identi�er A of root with N states

...

...
State group B.1.1 State group B.1.K

(Sub) content (Sub) content

(Sub) state identi�er B.1 with K states Sub identi�ers ...

Sub groups ...

... ...

Figure 3. Hierarchical structure of states including content. A state can
contain content to be displayed and/or interacted with. The contents are
active depending on whether their state is active, i.e., the physical space
is in the state or sub state that the defined state represents. Every state
has an associated score function to base the identification on. A group
can have multiple parallel state identifiers for their child-groups. This
implies that the states of one part in the room do not affect the states of
another part in the room.

DATA STRUCTURES AND ALGORITHM
This section describes the concepts and data structures for rep-
resenting the states. Furthermore, it deals with the algorithm
for identifying states in real-time. For the sake of simplicity,
we first describe the concepts and algorithm for identifying
one global state of the room. Afterwards, we discuss, how the
same algorithm generalizes to hierarchies of state identifiers
and independent states.

Definitions
We start by defining some basic mathematical representations
of different objects and concepts to be used to describe the
algorithm.

Point cloud Pt
We denote the point cloud that represents the physical space
at the current frame t as Pt ⊂ R3. The point clouds change in
real-time, generating a new Pt at each frame. They are used
for both, generating the states and identifying them.

Score functions
Given a point cloud, we define a score function for every point
in 3D space:

scoret : R3 7→ [0 .. 1] (1)

scoret(x,y,z) =
1

1+Dt(x,y,z)

whereas Dt is the distance to the closest point of the point
cloud:

Dt : R3 7→ [0 .. ∞[ (2)

Dt(x,y,z) = min
p ∈ Pt
‖(x,y,z)T − p‖

Given a point in 3D space, the score outputs a value between
0 and 1 that describes how close the point is to the physical
surface. A value of 1 means the point is on a physical sur-
face. Whenever a state is created, the current score function is
captured and associated with the state.



Voxel grids
We divide the space into a regular grid of voxels. Each voxel
of a voxel grid is a cube with an edge length of sv, whereas
we used sv = 10cm for most examples, as this length has an
appropriate level of accuracy. The two corners gmin, gmax ∈R3,
which span the grids are chosen to cover the physical space.
The voxel size and the grid corners are the same for all grids
of an application. Each voxel grid contains Nv ∈ N voxels,
whereas Nv depends on the voxel size and the extends.

All voxels are indexed using i:

i ∈ Iall , where Iall = {1 .. Nv}

The center points of all voxels (voxelcenter : Iall 7→ R3) are
constant and independent of the voxel grid, i.e., the same index
refers to the same center point across all voxel grids.

Voxel grids are used in three parts of SpaceState, whereas
each have different purposes. (1) For regularizing the point
cloud (one global voxel grid that changes every frame). (2)
For storing information for each state (persistent voxel grid for
each state). (3) For storing information for the state identifier
(persistent voxel grid for each state identifier). All of these
will be described in the following.

Regularized point clouds
As a basis for calculating the score, we first regularize the live
point cloud. Regularizing means, that we assign an average
position to each voxel based on the points that it contains.

We define the i− th voxel’s point set as the set of points, which
are located within its boundaries, whereas each point lies in
exactly one voxel:

Pi = {p ∈ Pt | p lies within voxel i}
A voxel is called currently occupied, if it contains at least 5
points from the current Pt . We create a list of voxel indices of
the occupied voxels.

Ct = {i ∈ Iall | ‖Pi‖ ≥ 5}
We chose 5 as the minimum amount, since it worked well with
the voxel size, amount of cameras and level of noise in our
setup. The reliability of the algorithm is not very sensitive to
the chosen number. All points within the same occupied voxel
are averaged:

avrgpos : Ct 7→ R3 (3)

avrgpos(i) =
1
‖Pi‖

· ∑
p ∈ Pi

p

As a side effect of averaging the points for each voxel, noise
from the depth cameras is reduced. We further reduce noise
by smoothing the average positions and ignoring flickering
voxels, i.e., voxels that frequently switch between being above
and below the minimum point count of 5.

Throughout the application runtime there is always one voxel
grid containing the regularized and smoothed point cloud of
the current frame. That point cloud serves as input for iden-
tifying states and generating new states. The original point
cloud Pt is not needed anymore from this point.

State creation
As mentioned above, for the sake of simplicity we assume
that there is only one state identifier, when describing the
algorithm. The state identifier has Ns states, whereas we use
k ∈ {1 .. Ns} to refer to the k− th state of the identifier.

When the designer captures a new state, the current regularized
point cloud is not stored directly. Instead, we generate a new
voxel grid and create a discretized score function sk for the
state k. For each voxel, we store the score of its center.

sk : Iall 7→ [0 .. 1] (4)
sk(i) = score(voxelcenter(i))

Overall, si can be seen as a discrete pre-computed approxi-
mation of the score function (see Figure 4). Furthermore, for
each voxel we store the id of the closest occupied voxel.

From here, we will denote the point cloud and voxels that
change at every frame as live and preprocessed static state data
as pre-captured.

State identifier preprocessing
Some of the calculations for state identification can be pre-
processed to speed up the real-time identification. The pre-
processed data needs to be updated, whenever a new state is
added or changed, since this data depends on all states.

First, we iterate over all states of the state identifier and calcu-
late the relevance of each voxel. The relevance describes how
much the score function differs among all states:

ω : Iall 7→ [0 .. 1]
ω(i) = max

k ∈ Ns
{sk(i)}− min

k ∈ Ns
{sk(i)}

The result is a number between 0 and 1, which is the difference
between the maximum and minimum score across all states for
the voxel i. In principle, this value describes how much weight
this voxel has for the identification. Afterwards, we create a

Figure 4. Example score function. The picture shows a transverse
section, which visualizes samples of the score for the depicted point cloud.
The brighter a square is on the transverse section the closer it is to the
closest point on the point cloud.



set of relevant voxels, which have a minimum relevance:

Irel = {i ∈ Iall | ω(i)≥ 0.1}
This basically discards all voxels, which do not differ much
across states, e.g., voxels that are close to completely static
surfaces. Figure 5 shows relevant voxels of two example
identifiers. There are in fact more conditions for a voxel to
be relevant for the state identifier. We will discuss this in
Independent identifiers.

Real-time state identification
Given the preprocessed data and the live point cloud, the score
for a state can be computed. There are two main goals for the
algorithm: Firstly, it has to detect states even if the physical
objects do not perfectly match the pre-captured state, e.g., a
whiteboard like in Figure 6. Secondly, it has to be robust
with respect to points in the live point cloud that should not
influence the state, e.g., moving objects or people in the room.

The general idea for the score calculation is to check for each
point of the pre-captured surface, how far away the closest
point in the current live point cloud is. In other words, the
score is the sum of each pre-captured surface point’s distance
to the current point cloud over the whole pre-captured surface.
The solution is similar to finding point correspondences within
the Iterative Closest Point algorithm [3].

One direct approach would be to iterate over all occupied vox-
els of the pre-captured state and find the current closest point
in the live point cloud. However, due to the preprocessing,
it is a lot faster to find the closest point to the pre-captured
state, given a live point, i.e., the other way around. For this
reason, we instead iterate over each live point once and use the
pre-computed closest voxel index at that position in the grid.
That index is the index of the closest voxel in the pre-captured
data. We denote this as a live point being projected onto a
pre-captured voxel. For the closest voxel, we then store the
maximum score, i.e., if subsequent live points are projected

Figure 5. Relevant voxels of two independent state identifiers with two
states each. The first identifier distinguishes between the user position
relative to the whiteboard (green) and the second one tracks whether or
not a table is present (red). The opacity indicates the relevance. Note
that the relevant voxels of the table identifier (red) and the person loca-
tion (green) do not overlap so that they do not interfere. Highly relevant
voxels of the table remove less relevant voxels for the location identifica-
tion (see part of green volume, which is carved-out by red voxels). The
part between the two person locations is irrelevant, because these vox-
els could not distinguish between the person being left or right. A third
state would be needed (PersonMiddle) to fill out this part.

onto the same pre-captured voxel, only the highest score is
stored. Iterating over every point in the regularized live point
cloud to calculate the maximum score for the projected voxels
runs in linear time. Next, we simply sum up all the maximum
scores of the voxels in the pre-captured surface. This step
also runs in linear time, whereas in worst case the amount of
iterations is the number of the pre-captured occupied voxels
of the state.

This algorithm is tolerant towards slightly misplaced objects,
while ignoring objects of different shape. For instance, a
flat whiteboard, which is slightly shifted compared to its pre-
captured state will still receive a high score, since many live
points are projected to different voxels of the pre-captured
whiteboard. In contrary, if a person instead of a whiteboard
stands in that region, then that person will only contribute
little score to the whiteboard state. We will elaborate on the
robustness of the algorithm in Robustness test.

Independent identifiers
Previously, we described the algorithm for one state identifier,
i.e., for identifying one global state. A state group can have
more than one sub state identifier, which are then independent
of each other. For instance, state identifiers A and B in Figure 3
are independent. The relevant voxels of independent identi-
fiers of the same group influence each other. To make sure
the state identifications do not interfere, voxels are removed
from the identifiers so that voxel grids do not overlap across
identifiers. A concrete example is depicted in Figure 5. If a
voxel is relevant to multiple independent state identifiers, then
it is removed from all identifiers, except for the one where the
voxel has the highest relevance. This implicitly shapes vol-
umes in the physical space, within which states are identified
independently, e.g., the person and the table in Figure 5.

Performance
The state identification is the most critical part for performance,
since it needs to run at every frame. The voxel grids with pre-
calculated scores, which are generated for each state, allow
for very fast access during runtime. With our hierarchical
approach, only sub states of active super-states have to be
processed. Furthermore, independent state identifiers can be
executed in parallel.

Within each state score calculation, the biggest performance
bottleneck is the iteration over the large number of voxels.
Therefore, the data structures and the algorithm are designed
to minimize the amount of iteration steps. Firstly, the amount
of points is reduced during runtime by regularizing the live
point cloud. Secondly, it is never necessary to iterate over
all voxels in one loop during runtime. For instance, for every
new frame, we only reset and clear voxels, which have been
occupied in the previous frame by maintaining an array of
occupied voxel indices. This is particularly important, because
generally most voxels are unoccupied and do not need to be
reset. This heavily reduces the number of iterations.

CONTENT AND SUB STATE ALIGNMENT
When users switch between different physical arrangements,
i.e., when they switch between captured states, then the ar-
rangements might not exactly match the recorded states. For



instance, if designers capture a state of a whiteboard, then the
state will be identified, even if the whiteboard is not exactly
at the capture position. However, the content of the captured
state was specified relative to the captured whiteboard and it
might therefore be misaligned at runtime. Furthermore, sub
states might rely on the exact position of the whiteboard. For
instance, in Figure 5, the green relevant voxels always need
to be aligned with the whiteboard to reliably identify whether
the user is standing left or right relative to the whiteboard.
To address this, we apply the Iterative Closest Point (ICP)
algorithm [3]. In general, ICP takes two point clouds and
finds a translation-rotation-scale transformation between these.
Different variants exist for different use cases. In our case, we
only need rigid transformations (translation-rotation), but we
need to handle point clouds, which do not fully overlap, since
there are redundant or missing points in the live point cloud.
With this, we can align the contents of the currently active state
with the live point cloud as depicted in Figure 6. Furthermore,
sub state identifiers utilize the alignment to identify sub states
more reliably. SpaceState supports ICP refinement for states
with rigid objects.

The identified state together with the data, which is already
processed in SpaceState form a useful input for the ICP algo-
rithm for the following reasons:

• The identified state can be seen as initial guess for ICP, i.e.,
the algorithm is only executed for active states and therefore
it is likely that a rigid transformation can be found and that
only few iteration steps are necessary.

• The regularized real-time point cloud is reused for ICP
to heavily reduce the number of points. Only few locally
averaged representative points need to be aligned.

• Instead of aligning complete point clouds, only points
within relevant voxels need to be aligned. Instead of the
whole point cloud, only the relevant objects are mapped to
the captured data with a rigid transformation.

The last point is particularly important to increase speed and
robustness. For instance, if a whiteboard needs to be aligned,
then all points of other furniture like a couch have to be ignored
in the live data. In Figure 5, if the small table is misaligned,
then only the live points from within the red volume are con-
sidered for finding the transformation.

We run the ICP refinement at every frame to find the rigid
transformation from the live point cloud to the static captured
points of the currently active state(s). The resulting trans-
formation is then the inverse. Using the live point cloud as
source and the captured point cloud as static target followed
by inverting the transformation is much faster than the other
way around, since the captured point cloud contains a static
preprocessed voxelized distance function. We can reuse that
distance function for ICP to quickly find corresponding points
during iterative alignment.

We apply the resulting transformation in two different ways.
Firstly, all contents associated with the state are undergoing the
transformation to align them with slightly misplaced objects.
For instance, if a whiteboard contains projected content or

Figure 6. Example refinement based on ICP. The state for the white-
board has been captured as depicted with the blue circles (left). The
orange squares depict the live point cloud during runtime. The state is
still identified, even if the whiteboard is slightly off compared to its cap-
tured pose. Using ICP, the virtual whiteboard contents (gray surface)
and the sub states can be transformed to match the whiteboard’s pose
(right). Based on the concept of relevant voxels, the table (lower part) is
ignored during refinement.

interactive widgets, then these will be aligned to the physical
whiteboard. Secondly, the transformation is applied hierar-
chically, that is, all sub state identifiers within the currently
active state apply the resulting transformation to the point
cloud before identifying their states. For instance, if a table
can be elevated to switch between sitting and standing, then
ICP would first transform to the exact current elevation of the
table before states of objects on the table are identified.

IMPLEMENTATION
This section provides an overview of the hardware, software
and frameworks we used.

Hardware and software
In our example setup, we use three Kinect devices, each con-
nected to one PC to process RGB-D streams and transmit
them to the main PC, which runs the application. In addition,
we use a 4K projector for projecting high-definition content,
such as browser windows and text. SpaceState is implemented
in Unity3D using CSharp. The architecture of SpaceState is
based on the Velt framework [10]. The framework handles the
various streams of multi-RGB-D camera networks and gen-
erates point clouds in real-time. The SpaceState components
and algorithms are implemented as data flow nodes to follow
the pipes-and-filters architecture of Velt. RGB-D streams from
multiple devices are combined into the real-time regularized
point cloud and passed on to the main measurement node of
SpaceState. Furthermore, we implemented specialized nodes
and node group types to represent states and identifiers.

Example application
Figure 7 shows the structure and state system of the application
that we discussed in Example application. The contents of
the states are based on the built-in datatypes of Velt. These
include spotlights and renderers for RGB-D streams. A remote
machine streams RGB-D data from a single Kinect. The
communication with the remote machine is handled by Velt.
SpaceState directs the stream to the states, which are currently
active. States either generate an RGB-D-mesh to render a full
size version or a small textured quad mesh that simply shows
a region within the video stream.



Figure 7. The state system of our example application as rendered in the SpaceState user interface. The RGB-D data stream is received from a remote
machine. Depending on the active state, the stream is displayed at different locations and in different ways.

EVALUATION
SpaceState does not directly aim at end-users, but designers
of spatial user interfaces. Therefore, instead of a user study,
we evaluated our system on two separate levels. First, we con-
ducted an expert review to evaluate SpaceState from a spatial
user interface design perspective. Second, we conducted a ro-
bustness test by letting participants rearrange a physical space
multiple times to evaluate the reliability of the underlying
algorithms and data structures.

Expert review
We conducted an expert review to discuss the concept and
implementation of our approach. Overall, we wanted to find
out, whether the workflow is comprehensible.

We invited an external expert with more than ten years of
experience in 3D interaction design and projection mapping
systems. His primary tasks consist of content generation for
public installations. He took part in projects, in which he
designed, implemented and deployed interactive projection
mapping exhibitions.

The expert was greeted and introduced to the setup, concepts
and usage of the system. He was then asked to try out the
main functionalities by defining different states, sub states
and independent states. The expert found it generally easy to
define states and generate content for these states:

Once you’ve seen it, it’s quite easy to understand. [...] I
understand the concept, also about the nested identifiers.

We discussed, how it would differ, if the goal was to make
the prototype usable for end-users and not only designers. He
noted, that the system’s full capabilities are not accessible
to end-users in its current form. The functionalities would
need to be narrowed down and more visual feedback for users
is required. From that, we concluded that future extensions
would need to trade expressiveness for specialized function-
alities to make it end-user-friendly (we discuss this further in
Discussion and future work). The interviewer asked the expert,
whether he could imagine other future extensions.

[In our lab] we have been focusing on making the projec-
tions extremely precise. I think the combination of these
two ideas would be interesting.

Partially in response to that statement, we incorporated ICP
in our system for automatic alignment without markers (see
Content and sub state alignment).

The interviewer and the expert briefly discussed technologies
other than projectors:

You can [for instance] use the position of objects to
change the contents of your phone [...]. So it doesn’t
have to be projection mapping. [...] You can also use it to
control spatial audio. [For example] you can rearrange
the office to turn down the music.

Overall, the expert appreciated that the system works with-
out markers and without technology that is attached to the
furniture or people. He further stated:

I like the way that you can freely just arrange furniture
and then create states for it. I think that’s a new way of
thinking about it. You setup your environment and then
you just press a button and that’s your new system.

The interview with the expert makes us confident, that the
concept of SpaceState is comprehensible and can be used for
designing state-aware spatial user interfaces.

Robustness test
With this part of the evaluation, we wanted to investigate the
robustness of SpaceState based on physical layouts arranged
by external participants.

Data acquisition
The goal of the data acquisition was to gather point cloud
recordings of various participant-generated physical layouts.
The participants were informed that they were recorded. How-
ever, the experimenter did not inform them about the purpose
and functionality of the system, so as to not change partic-
ipants’ way of arranging the room, i.e, the participants did
not know that very distinct setups are easier to handle for



1) Annotated (ground truth)

2) Identified and correct (green) versus incorrect (red)

Only furniture pre-captured in state: 89% correctness

Furniture and people pre-captured in state: 96% correctness

Figure 8. Timelines of one example session in our performance eval-
uation. Within the whole duration of the timelines, the space was rear-
ranged multiple times and the usage was acted out for each. Each color
in the top parts of the plots represents one of the four states. Gray time
spans are transitioning times (rearrangements) and not part of the mea-
surement. The first timeline contain manually annotated states (1). We
created a tool to create timelines that compare the annotations with the
states that SpaceState identified (2).

the system. No state identification was running at this stage
as we only recorded depth streams. Eight participants (three
female) were invited subsequently to our test setup, which
initially only contained a couch and approximately 3x2 meters
of empty space. One experimenter was present to guide the
participants and annotate important events for the recordings.
Outside the test space, the experimenter provided a selection
of movable furniture like chairs, tables with wheels, a movable
whiteboard etc. In the first part, participants were asked to
arrange the physical space according to three different pre-
defined purposes: Meeting, Working alone and Lunch with
invited guest. Afterwards, they were asked to come up with
their own purpose and arrange the space accordingly (Custom).
For the Custom state, participants came up with arrangements
for small seminars with multiple chairs, watching movies as a
group, small social events including a bar counter and more.
In the second part, the participants were repeatedly asked to
reconstruct the four previously defined layouts. The experi-
menter randomly selected from the generated layouts that the
participant generated and subsequently asked the participant to
arrange the layout again. The participants were not informed
beforehand that they would need to arrange the same layouts
repeatedly. The experimenter referred to the layouts by name
and did not support the participants with memorizing the exact
layout. This led to some variations when arranging the same
layout. Figure 9 shows an example for a physical arrangement
that differs from the exact arrangement when it was arranged
the second time. Additionally, participants were asked to act
out the usage of each space, e.g., pretend they were working in
the Working alone setup. Overall, each layout was arranged 3
times. That is, the space was rearranged 12 times per session.
A session took about 30 minutes. With eight sessions, the
space was rearranged 96 times in total. After all participants
completed, we used the generated point cloud recordings for
subsequent steps in the performance evaluation.

Annotation and analysis
Based on the data acquisition, we first manually annotated the
time spans for each state in the recordings to form a baseline

Figure 9. During our evaluation, participants did not arrange the fur-
niture exactly in the same way after recreating layouts repeatedly. This
example shows a state with a table, a chair and a whiteboard. The par-
ticipant unknowingly put the whiteboard about 30 centimeters away (or-
ange) from where it was captured (blue). SpaceState still successfully
identifies the state, also while people move within it.

for the test. We excluded transition times or other situations
where none of the intended arrangements were in place, e.g.,
while participants were instructed. That is, the annotated time
spans include all times where the state was active, including
times in which people were moving around in the arrangement.
We then generated state systems based on each participant’s
arrangements, i.e., one state system per participant. Lastly, we
played back the annotated time spans of the recordings while
SpaceState continuously identified the states as if the point
clouds were live. While SpaceState was running, a separate
part of our system compared the identified states with the
manually annotated baseline and measured the amount of time
they were equal (see Figure 8).

Results and observations
The evaluation revealed that SpaceState was mostly able to
successfully identify states (approx. 93% over all frames, see
Table 1 for details), even if the arrangements were not per-
fectly aligned to the pre-captured data. There were, however,
some problematic state systems. States, which do not differ
much in terms of furniture do get mixed up occasionally. For
instance, one participant made Lunch and Work only differ in
terms of one additional chair, which was only partially visible
to the depth cameras. If the arrangement is then misaligned,
these states could not be identified reliably. Capturing users
in addition to furniture can help addressing this: Capturing
one person in the Work state and two in the Lunch state would
make the states differ a lot more and very easy to distinguish.

Meeting Work Lunch Custom

Meeting 22.91% 0.06% 2.47% 0%
Work 0% 27.14% 0.54% 0%

Lunch 1.9% 1.59% 21.23% 0%
Custom 0.31% 0% 0% 21.81%

Table 1. Confusion matrix of the states added up over all participants.
The rows contain the manually annotated states and the columns contain
the identified states. The percentages describe how long each entry was
active relative to the total duration. The lunch states were particularly
problematic as participants often made them resemble work or meeting
setups.



Figure 8 shows how the accuracy increases when capturing
users as well. There are, however, still a few wrongly identi-
fied frames in the timeline for the times when the pre-captured
users were not present. In that case, capturing a second varia-
tion of a state can be beneficial. Even though states can benefit
from capturing users, we only pre-captured furniture for our
final performance evaluation across all states in order to be
consistent. This means, e.g., we used the 89% from the exam-
ple participant in Figure 8 and achieved an overall accuracy
of 93% (correct frames divided by total frames of all partici-
pants). A designer would need to decide on a state-per-state
basis, whether the state is also defined by the location of users
and include or exclude them when capturing the state.

While not being a major problem, we noted that occasionally
important surfaces were occluded which led to a wrong state
identification in rare cases. We used three depth cameras in
our test. More cameras can be added to make the point clouds
less prone to occlusion and noise.

Overall, the results make us confident that SpaceState can suc-
cessfully identify states, even if arrangements do not exactly
match the captured states and even if moving users or objects
are present.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work we contribute to the area of spatial user interfaces,
with the objective of seamlessly blending virtual and physical
spaces. Our work starts from two fundamental assumptions.
First, we assume that physical spaces are frequently rearranged.
Second, we assume that rearrangement is not random, but
carries meaning. Therefore, we conclude that, in order to truly
blend virtual and physical, virtual content needs to adapt to
the “meaning” of the physical arrangement. Extracting and
representing the true meaning of a physical arrangement is a
very hard problem for artificial intelligence. We do not assume
that it can be solved in the near future. Thus, we decide to
circumvent the “meaning recognition” problem and leave the
interpretation of the scene to the human content designer. The
designer interprets what a certain arrangement means, and
designs the virtual content for it including its arrangement.
Our system then supports the designer by recognizing the
current physical layout and adapting contents, while keeping
the designer’s ideas about functionalities and aesthetics for
each of the purposes of the room. The concept can be applied
to many environments that get rearranged frequently, but it
has its limitations where it needs to be combined with more
specialized solutions. For instance, SpaceState can identify
states, e.g., to switch modes in a spatial user interfaces, but
fine-grained gestural interaction techniques would then be
needed for accurately manipulating virtual content.

Currently, the target group of SpaceState consists of designers
and not end-users. This means, that designers are creating
the application in the environment, where they want to deploy
the system and content can be programmed and extended. As
discussed in Expert review, a different direction would be to
build a more specialized system for end-users. A 3D user
interface with a set of standard widgets could allow users
to create and position content in physical space similar to
WorldKit [40]. We can extend this concept by letting users

position the content in different room states. The system
would then fully automatically infer, which physical layout is
associated with which combination of contents.

The algorithm works only based on 3D points. In the future,
we would like to experiment with additionally incorporating
surface normals or surface color for even more accurate state
identification. Furthermore, we would like to also explore
scales smaller than room-scale. The increasing availability
of close-range depth cameras like the Intel RealSense possi-
bly allow for identifying states of smaller objects, e.g., in an
assembly line.

Use cases other than content placement can be explored in
the future. SpaceState can support analyzing workflows and
provide information about whether processes are executed
properly. An inspirational use case is the work by Bhatia et
al. [4], who track the state of a surgery. Furthermore, working
with states can be useful for analyzing and annotating 3D
videos.

Lastly, based on the technical foundation provided in this
work, we plan to conduct long-term experiments with design-
ers or, with the above described extensions, with end-users.
Short-term user sessions will not be sufficient, as furniture is
normally not rearranged within minutes, but over longer time
spans. A deployment would therefore need to be implemented
over the time span of one week or more in a place with flexible
furniture, e.g., furniture with wheels or consisting of modular
furniture pieces. With such a deployment in a context where
the space is frequently reconfigured, we will be able to test,
to which degree SpaceState can successfully map the current
arrangement and hence meaning of the physical space to the
intended digital contents.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented SpaceState, a system for designing
spatial user interfaces that can react to changes in the physical
environment. Designers develop virtual content and states
together with a drag-and-drop user interface. There is no
need for large data sets or 3D models to generate and identify
environmental states. Our approach is a step towards the
virtual world adapting to the meaning of the physical spatial
arrangement. Instead of adapting room arrangements to the
digital enhancements, our vision is to enable the design of user
interfaces that encourage users to articulate the physical space
around them according to the situation. Furthermore, if new
uses for a room emerge, then our approach only requires to add
new states ad-hoc instead of reprogramming the application.
Instead of constraining the physical environment to be static
to maintain alignment with virtual content, we utilize the
arrangement as input to synchronize the meaning of real and
digital. We hope that our approach contributes to a future
where virtual and physical worlds can be connected in a more
meaningful way than before.
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